
Scandinavian Cabin Touches

Last week I posted my thoughts of adding more Scandinavian
touches to our cabin in the White Mountains of Arizona. The
typical decor in our area is mountain-style, lots of carved
bears and pine wall treatments. If you missed that post, click
here to see some lovely ideas.

Unfortunately, our cabin is a remodeled flip so many of the
finishes  are  over-the-counter  hardware  store.  The  choices
aren’t offensive, but very vanilla. Without realizing it, I
have been collecting items that are along the Scandinavian,
Black Forest, European theme.

By the front door, this umbrella stand is painted in the
traditional Norwegian style of rosemaling.

Also, in the front entry we have a Black Forest style carved
bear shelf with a lodge-like bird/twig mirror.

http://bella-terra.moseke.com/scandinavian-cabin-touches/
http://bella-terra.moseke.com/2020/07/old-scandinavian-charm-and-decor-for-our-cabin/


And there happens to be another carved mirror of similar style
on the staircase landing.



Subconsciously, I have been designing the cabin with a more
old  Scandinavian  style.  Being  a  Connecticut  Yankee,  I  am
always looking for affordable ways to make changes that can
add some charm and warmth.

During my numerous trips to Home Depot, I know they have
decorative molding in stock. You can see their vast selection
online. Would I be able to add more interest to my very plain
kitchen cabinets using affordable hardwood trim?

Using this very inexpensive mitre box and saw by Stanley (also
Home Depot), I cut the molding at 45 degree angles to fit
inside the existing Shaker style cabinet door.

The molding cut rather easily and fits nicely inside the the
cabinet stile. If I am going to add this to all the cabinets,
I will definitely use a power tool to make all the cuts.

After all four sides are mitered, I taped them in place. Next
I repeated the same process with the narrower trim. At this
point, I don’t want to affix anything permanently until I can
step back and get a good look at it.

Here is how the cabinet looks with the additional decorative
trim. What do you think? Granted the finishes are different
but my options would be to stain and finish the trim like the
cabinet  (and  get  rid  of  the  dated  knobs),  or  paint  the

https://www.homedepot.com/s/?search=decorative%20wood%20trim
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Stanley-Miter-Box-with-Saw-Included-STHT20361/311319702?mtc=Shopping-B-F_D25T-G-D25T-25_1_HAND_TOOLS-Multi-NA-Feed-LIA-NA-NA-HandTools_LIA&cm_mmc=Shopping-B-F_D25T-G-D25T-25_1_HAND_TOOLS-Multi-NA-Feed-LIA-NA-NA-HandTools_LIA-71700000043839315-58700004592003384-92700051319806080&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI1qeIg5PX6gIVEr7ACh1dxA80EAYYAiABEgIWAPD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Stanley-Miter-Box-with-Saw-Included-STHT20361/311319702?mtc=Shopping-B-F_D25T-G-D25T-25_1_HAND_TOOLS-Multi-NA-Feed-LIA-NA-NA-HandTools_LIA&cm_mmc=Shopping-B-F_D25T-G-D25T-25_1_HAND_TOOLS-Multi-NA-Feed-LIA-NA-NA-HandTools_LIA-71700000043839315-58700004592003384-92700051319806080&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIj8e8m4fX6gIVC77ACh3bzwEdEAQYAiABEgI6z_D_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


cabinets and the trim? Or just paint the molding?

In order to get a sense of what a painted cabinet looks like,
I  made  a  drawing  paper  template  by  taping  3  pieces  of
sketching paper together. Using a leftover can of green paint,
I paint the template of the cabinet’s panel.

Unfortunately, I didn’t take pictures of the steps, but you
can envision it, right? Next I watched a 3 minute tutorial on
rosemaling by Sea Lemon on YouTube (what did we do before
YouTube). Here is my first attempt at rosemaling. Try not to
laugh.

So  this  gives  you  a  sense  of  what  a  painted,  rosemaling
cabinet front would look like! Since I really didn’t have an
artistic plan, and am using whatever paint is available, you
will need to have some vision here. Maybe more rosemaling? Or
just a few images on opposite corners would be enough~~or even
some squiggles in the middle? Or nothing at all?

Do you like it better before?

Or after? Remember this is just a very rough mock-up. Colors
and design can be changed.

As much fun as I think this project would be, I am afraid the
granite is all wrong. The color and style is definitely not my
choice, but to change it? Yikes. Maybe it would make sense to
do something like this on the island cabinets first and see
how it goes?



As always, I LOVE your input. There’s so much about this room
that needs help. Either I will leave it as is or just jump in
with both feet. It’s all a bit intimidating!

As the ideas swirl around in my head, I hope you are having a
relaxing weekend. Any projects on your horizon?

P.S. To see more of our cabin from a previous post, click
here.

http://bella-terra.moseke.com/2017/06/lets-head-to-the-mountains/

